
 HUMILITY and CRUELTY – part 2. 
 

 This energy of cruelty dissolves and transforms only by HUMILITY.  

 Remember it.  

 Nothing else can transform cruelty, only HUMILITY.   

 That is why it takes so many lives because a human being will create not 

only cruelty but also all the heads of pride of power,  glory, superiority, 

arrogance, haughtiness, uniqueness, greed, false sense of pride, vanity and self-

importance. 

 It is this cruelty that will give birth to an immense Pride in that human 

being. 

  And then lot of  HUMILITY  is needed to dissolve these heads of pride.  

 And the Pain that I perceived to be hidden behind that subtle veil is energetically extremely 

immense and created by the cruelty and pride of those human beings. 

  And this tremendous pride along with the cruelty when it comes together in an individual in 

one single human being, it can create an enormous amount of cruelty and pain in all human society.  

  It creates that pain through WARS, in which then lot of innocent human beings die due to 

the pride and cruelty of this individual. 

   As an example of a human being in which that pride and cruelty materialized, it is Hitler 

who killed millions of  lives  in his cruelty and pride,  

 And remember that he killed them without looking directly into the eyes.  

 He knew of their immense suffering and he did not need to see it in their eyes. 

 And this is the opposite when a human being cannot find even a pinch of HUMILITY. 

 This human being has escalated pride and cruelty in many of his lives until he has detached 

from his soul. 

 And such disconnection of the human being from his soul occurs not only 

in tense situations in which the human being is unable to control his emotions 

that he creates in himself but also when he is addictive and no matter whether it 

is alcohol or drugs, then he disconnects himself from his soul.  

 When a human being loses connection with his soul, that is, with the Love 

from which he is born, this is when this cruelty can be born in him.  

 Cruelty is one of the most powerful tools of fear because, through cruelty, 

fear will control not only the one human being but as you may have experienced 

in recent history, it will dominate the lives of millions of human beings. 

  It is very important that you realize this so I will tell it to you again.  

 Through the cruelty of one human being, fear can control the lives of 

millions of other human beings and therefore creates enormous pain in these 

human beings and thus uninmaginably strengthens itself on Mother Earth.  

 That is why cruelty is one of the most powerful and at the same time the 

most insidious tools of fear that operates here on Mother Earth.  

 



 And this is because cruelty disconnects you from your nature, that is, from 

your Soul, Spirit, Creator, disconnects you from Love.  

 And then it takes you lot of lives to find your way back to YOU and to 

LOVE because only with the HUMILITY that YOU can create in YOU, in your 

HEART and CELLS, can you dissolve that energy of cruelty and transform into 

LOVE.  

 And now I will explain further context of one of the many examples that many of you have 

often experienced in your own way.  

 Surely you have seen this cold-hearted look many times in the eyes of people who have 

drank very much.  

 Lot of men have this look every time that they drink a lot.   

 And then many women are afraid of them.  

 Some of the men when they get this cold-hearted look, they can be really bad and cruel and 

start to hurt because in their pride, arrogance and superiority they want everything to be as they just 

said because ,, THEY,, have said so. 

 And at the moment it is no longer ,,HIM,, even though the human being has not changed but 

his energy radiation has changed which is suddenly very cold.  

 Often times in such situations it can be truly trivial thing but ,,HE,, needs to prove himself to 

be as he said because ,,HE,, is the one who decided because ,,HE,, rules.  

 ,,HE,, has this cruelty somewhere inside of him and this cruelty grows along with alcohol 

because the alcohol dulled his connection with his soul.  

 Keep in mind also another context:  

 Cruelty can expand exponentially and grow in the cooperation of another 

tool that helps fear and it is VENGEANCE.  

 It is like a PEST that has the ability to kill a large number of human 

beings through the weakening of their physical bodies.  

 Cruelty together with this tool of fear, which is VENGEANCE, as well as 

the pest, is able to spread and kill an enormous number of human beings inside 

of them by disconnecting them with their SOUL.  

 These human beings will lose Love from their lives, that is, they will lose 

themselves, deviate from their essence, close their hearts to Love, turn their 

hearts into stone and realize, that this will happen in a lot of subsequent lives.  

 So if the pest kills your physical body, CRUELTY and  VENGEANCE will 

take LOVE out of your life, close your HEART and turn it into stone and 

disconnect you from your SOUL.  

 And this is a closed circle.  

 Guillotine acts energetically in the same way as an axe.  

 And yet, the guillotine can create yet another feeling and another tool of 

fear in human beings, namely INDIFFERENCE because human beings, in 

which fear has created this IINDIFFERENCE have been able to look at the mass 

killing and at the killing other human beings as fun. And it happened so in large. 



 INDIFFERENCE is another tool of fear that promotes the growth of 

cruelty as well as  VENGEANCE. 

  Indifference is the opposite of vengeance on the opposite side of the 

imaginary pendulum.  

 Vengeance and indifference support the emergence of cruelty in the 

human being and in society as a whole.  

 And to get a better understanding of it, the VENGEANCE is fostered by 

the energy of RAGE, and INDIFFERENCE is fostered by the energy of 

HELPLESSNESS but both support equally cruelty as such and create enormous 

pain in human society and in human being.  

 Thus, through this Pain, the fear anchors itself in the human being, both in 

individuals and in society as a whole.  

 Vengeance and indifference, as well as cruelty, can 

be dissolved by the energy of HUMILITY.  
 And I have already explained to you that HUMILITY comes to you as a GIFT of the higher 

principles of the Cosmic Laws.  

 HUMILITY is not automatically part of every human being but a human being has to 

deserve this GIFT  by the way she/he lives her/his life. 

 But there are also human beings who are born with this gift of HUMILITY because it is part 

of their past lives however most human beings who are born on Mother Earth are born without this 

HUMILITY and only by understanding and accepting Knowledge and living in accordance with the 

Cosmic Laws of LOVE,  they will be blessed with the energy of HUMILITY as a Gift which then 

helps them dissolve their heads of pride that are present in their particular life and all other energies 

from past lives that are stored in their energy levels.  

  You will get HUMILITY as a GIFT when you understand, 

comprehend and accept your own RESPONSIBILITY for your 

thoughts, words, decisions, deeds, feelings, for your life as such, that is 

when you accept RESPONSIBILITY as your integral, indivisible and 

inseparable part in a broader context.  
  


